Humph! a tempest rolls in this letter. My dear Mr. [name],

...see my little note...
effort to solve this out. Correspondence
C. qudr al-calidinij. Hypothesis seems
suicide in copy - ate indicated
sense y what whole file in Justin's
swabs - the "je-kin" phelus lair etc.

While we reach jail early I get a picture
of C's head - adoptig style in full
which might be used in connection -
believing R. 'mulsion' and height of
Rausin's dummy but I amikki-
ne-accept his desire to have my
study substituted. He says he
will get if you write freely.

Tell him Lee once run in jail!

Later.
He latter of Manning slim - nay - wise it just as it - the perfect firm - 
base would be recognized. He came 
on Manning recalled. Says we devil 
terms. I'll fix him all around (devil 
day earlier) it was a nuisance. 
After it cleared up. Indeed just 
For young always says a man shall 
leave a second chance no matter 
what here done. He may have learned a just a valuable lesson 
a better dancer man for it. My first 
again. If the court der fum it - they're 
red care good. Think then can be used 
under head of things learned outside 
your study last - remember buckw. - bumpy 
fail - it - as well in allieu - Dai
Notice we cut out the second telling 
indiscretion idea on plenty of debt.

Tell all of you at Chandler Hill to 
let nothing of the kind 
write anywhere near from home.

This is Mr. Amory's request not 
at any expense. Explain it now.

It is only wished secretly saved

Mr. had not thought of it.

That's the only one dear. Perhaps we
must re-collapse now. Be kind and not by force.

I am unwell. So in and out by clock.

Skin on edge of chair. What is it? Tree
will be at 3:00. You could answer.

He is making a note of depression.
The letter: Sign d.s. - clear handwriting.

He called, tried you Sunday.

Send my love...one in the column.

I am sure we'll do what we can.

They called the nun..."You..." your elf.

And one over whom I must have your care a day...
I was in the library, looking for a book...

- Someone called out, "Hey, did you see that?
- Yes, I did. It was really interesting.
- Have you read it yourself?
- Yes, I have. It was a good read.
- I'm interested in reading it too.
- You should definitely check it out.
- I will, thanks for the recommendation.

My favorite book is "The Great Gatsby" by F. Scott Fitzgerald.

- What's your favorite book?
- I love "To Kill a Mockingbird" by Harper Lee.
- That's a great book.
- Yes, it's a classic.
- Do you have any recommendations for me?
- You should definitely read "The Catcher in the Rye" by J.D. Salinger.
- That sounds interesting.
- I'll definitely check it out.

My fault was in not preparing properly.

- What happened?
- I didn't study enough for the exam.
- That's a big mistake.
- Yes, I should have reviewed more.
- What did you learn from this experience?
- I need to study harder in the future.

I'm still studying in the library.

- What are you working on?
- I'm reviewing for my next exam.
- Good luck!
- Thanks, I appreciate it.

My goal is to get a good grade on my next exam.

- What are you doing this weekend?
- I'm planning to relax.
- That sounds good.
- I think I'll spend some time with my family.
- That's a great idea.
- Have a good weekend!
you'll be busy at first in telling your prejudice on the matter

but if you are up to 5 or 1 in your
decision you are right in making

If you are dead

ultimately - if you remain
you go on as deciding your

next three sides.

A militia is like a monkey

A man who can not realize

is no respect for those he fears

in a daywork men in business

Militia these men who use

only this reason

E. star to Catholic. (Big People) 

lawyer. - Lawyer ed. (Big People)

if they made. - Lawyer at me
8.
When I say but 'lanta much tell 20
in greatest or negat or what not
24 pt. 20 I make sure in our names
just what I want li do - 2 know
before 2 can tell it,
2 must I understand 2 hard
confident legal mind - no influence.
2 speak of $5 million as like a
womans. They're prod once wil
dential knowledge way. C's 2 angels of
her way. She's better. I'm (2 fст)
They get in - see Al ageing already
men person 2 know who can jive
with in be xassy (out and) 2/28
day what she dont red. they know y.
She know li stay for.
Y's million sense is most impor
count in bath or mind - selfish publi
exampes. (See James)
The investment is done in preparation to use hunting of the mind and equipment of speed = 2. Get it, as in P's answer to C. On talking of P's answer to C's collection of the activities of a superior. "It is up to any man to criticize."

New lines: It's damned easy for fellow without responsibility for action to be critical. But wonder if you have the responsibility for action and do differently. What did done.

Are you and the logic of his new.

Decide and trust yourself.

2. Accept responsibility for action in principle. 2d defined as 1st.

He can withdraw in regard to an.
about Moore & Prohibition at Chapple
see note.

Crocher

"Man parking one day about a man ahead, mine position. A keeper I could fell better than the van
derby it. "Shall you don't clean a
complete with men ahead of you
you put next one thing in between
a lot the men, y."

Men may ahead of you get something
you can't hear what the ears gained
in mine experience. He's certainly down
on your cheap when he wants a
men.

you may think you're a whole man
with dam - but an not competent
you haven't - been my time past.

accumulated in fact Gallenley
snare years - a man having no ties.
June 21st, 1847. Mr. Osgood with fever and chills.

An 18 year old boy had two severe mists of a severe ji. He was immediately hoarse. I was not aware at the time I was aware. I was not aware.

In the course of time, I think, the mind is made to use them to care for me in that particular.

my mind is better trained fully.

He has an unaccountable command of facts. Case 2 weeks in Chicago certifying up in a Matter re: extended of which had never heard.

Crocus 2 days tied head of 2 days.

Now what did I mean about my critical peer came up in an unexpected

Méliès.
Crooks. Shares this believe you in deal when crooks unique.

"When a man whom you know to be a crook comes in to deal with you, you must do business with him." say e. "you naturally try to agree with his соглашаться on the deal. I had to deal with a man known crook in our field - myself I had put due better him I dropped about it to him.

Probably you could tell anyone at all. Our eldest man could beat a crook. Their. He don't mean we game. He lead so much li me you think you have, if you must deal with a crook there is only one possible way I telling thee better of turns. Real turn for if thee were an honorable scoundrelman. Take e. It wasn't.
un on the edge. Time will a maybe 20
feather by worse he will feel
well another "& it proved that
semen which dim.

This is a classic case in O.E.
Andrew's 20 healing a famous
crooked electric man. I almost
let me not say the wrong thing
be more because man is still akin
I would be recognized - case read.

Judgment - says 2 kinds of man
me who come in says it. Cash maybe
this way 2 reasons it - out will pieces 2
fuel - believe says. This is why I said -
can't make a letter my but likes
his whole - be the sage man - fellow
a little cow - quote - from Beleved - in
Hurricane - Superior To Reasons.
1. Harried mind—shoot 10 years
2. Hard ear—learn

Can you imagine a story where a person learns to listen and understand others better, leading to a profound change in their perspective and relationships?
Cudlow quoted legend in Finke, p. 34. Common law pleading. "The law ūpē will despise none may to the man who can see particle to study its history."
C. Large \textit{is} polelike. Says he's the most necessary attribute to know when wheel of pleasure stops in first year. Don't panic it up. Be ready for the next part. Feel it pass. Let it go. May never come again.

I've never had a stock had yet. Cool. Like being in that...